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The same cannot be said for bonds. In Canada the broad bond market

(FTSE Universe) was down modestly over the quarter as rates fell through

the summer but then backed up again in the latter part of

September.The short bond market (five years and below) was more

stable as most of the action in bond yields was at the long end of the

yield curve. As a result, the short bond market was effectively flat over the

quarter.
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PORTFOLIO MANAGER

INTRODUCTION  
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Although capital markets across the board (with the exception of
cash) tumbled in September, it wasn’t enough of a tumble for
equities to turn their quarterly returns to red ink. And so the positive
momentum drum has maintained its beat for stocks allowing equity
markets to continue to make new highs.
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Capital Market Returns Q3 2021 (%)
 

YTD, however, both the broad market and the short term bond market

provided negative returns to bond investors resulting from the negative

returns in the first quarter. For the full 12 months, the broad market

continued to feel the strength of the rise in rates (and fall in prices) Q1

falling 3.4% while short term bonds were flat.  



While the quarterly returns for equity markets were more muted in the third quarter as

a result of the market drop in September, they were nonetheless in modestly positive

territory. Canada and the US in local currency terms were effectively flat at 0.2% and

0.6% respectively. However, the depreciation of $CAD against the USD over the quarter

gave a significant lift to Canadians investing in the U.S. While the S&P 500 in USD

returned a 0.6%, unhedged Canadian investors earned 2.9% in $CAD!  

Over the nine months (YTD), Canada with its surging energy prices led the other

developed markets with a return of 17.5% versus 15.3% in $CAD for the S&P 500, 12.4% for

MSCI Global and 7.7% for MSCI EAFE. 

Over the full twelve months to the end of September, global equity markets continued

to provide very healthy returns to investors – perhaps not as spectacular as the one year

returns to the end of June, but very healthy, nonetheless. Canadians investing in the

global equity markets earned returns between 19% and 28% over the period with

Canada itself leading the pack at 28% (largely a result of soaring energy prices). Over ten

years however, the Canadian equity market is a laggard, especially to the US. Canada

returned 8.8% over the ten years versus 19% for the US in $CAD (and 16.6% in USD).

Canada has been (and continues to be) handicapped by the bifurcated nature of its

equity market with three sectors dominating – financials, energy, and materials, two of

which have lagged until only recently – energy and financials. 

The rotation back to growth stocks from value stocks that began in June continued into

the third quarter but was stalled in the September decline when growth stocks

dropped almost twice as much as value stocks. However, despite the rotation, over the

nine and twelve months, value stocks outperformed growth stocks. 

Interest rates in the third quarter continued to bedevil investors, especially at the long

end of the yield curve. After declining through July and most of August, the trend

reversed. Rates traded in a narrow range through August but began to increase near the

end of the month and then rose sharply higher toward the end of September. 
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The blue line in the chart above shows the yield curve at the end of September with the

red line indicating the curve at the beginning of the quarter. Rates rose across the yield

curve over the third quarter but less so at the short end which is effectively controlled by

the central banks. But what is especially notable in the chart is the path that interest

rates have taken over the last year – as evidenced by the grey line at the bottom, which

also marks the bottom range of rates over the year. 

Rates have increased significantly over the past twelve months. For example, yields in

the five year area of the curve were 0.25% a year ago but closer to 1% at the end of

September. Equally notable is the steepening of the yield curve over the year. A year

ago, the spread between rates at the short end and the long end was approximately 50

bps; at the end of September with the rise in rates at the long end of the curve, the

spread had increased to approximately 150bp! 

Earlier we noted that the Canadian dollar continued its depreciation against the

greenback (the USD) in the third quarter. The chart below confirms the trend. It also

highlights that our dollar has been range bound between $0.77 and $0.79. Since the

end of September, however, the dollar has broken out of the range breaching $0.80

again.
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Equity Markets

Stock markets maintained their 12 year rise in the third quarter (and the start of the

fourth quarter) despite the tumble in September – with the same question on every

investor’s mind: “are their legs left in this bull market”? 

The chart below (used previously) continues to be pertinent - demonstrating the secular

nature of trends in the equity markets, in the case, the S&P 500. [1] To reiterate, it shows

that equity markets tend to experience a sustained (or secular) increase for twenty-odd

years while sideways markets (markets that start and end at virtually the same level)

tend to run for ten-odd years. As we noted last quarter, if the pattern holds consistent,

we are just twelve years into a secular bull market. 

Are there clouds on the horizon? Most assuredly. But those clouds do not necessarily put

paid to the trend; rather they reinforce that secular bull markets can suffer corrections

(market drops 20% or less) and bear markets (market drop more than 20%) on the path

up - 2020 being a prime example.  
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[1] While this chart starts in the late 1960's the cyclical pattern is also evident in charts with earlier start dates. 

*SHOWN IN LOG SCALE

NOTE: LIGHT RED SHADING INDICATES BEAR MARKETS; GREAT SHADING INDICATES NBER-DESIGNATED RECESSIONS

It is also important to recognize that since the Great Financial Crisis in 2008, it is the US

market that has predominated. Other global equity markets (notably emerging

markets) have not experienced as great an increase as the US, especially post the 2020

recession; they have increased (and provided positive returns) but not nearly as

dramatically as the US market.



What is concerning about the US market at this juncture (and would certainly be

considered a cloud) is the degree of concentration in the US market.
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The chart above highlights that 70% of the US equity market capitalization is

accounted for by the top 10% of stocks by size – a level of concentration last seen in

the late 1999’s/early 2000’s before the collapse of the TMT bubble! Of the top ten

listed companies in the US by market capitalization, six out of the ten are tech

companies, three are financials and one is a tech company disguised as a car

company.
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#1. Apple; #2. Microsoft; #3 Alphabet (Google); #4 Amazon; #5 Facebook; #6

Tesla; #7 Berkshire Hathaway; #8 NVIDIA; #9 Visa; and #10 JPM Morgan Chase.  

As we know from previous commentaries, tech companies are growth stocks. GMO

in a recent publication noted that 60% of the growth stocks in the Russell 3000

index make no money yet have provided positive returns to investors. [2] [3] Or as

they put it so succinctly:“.. investors are making money on companies that make no

money.” 

Another cloud…. 

As we noted earlier, the rotation from growth into value that began towards the

end of 2020 reversed in the second quarter (back to growth) only to reverse again

(back to value) towards the end of the third quarter. Despite the outperformance of

value stocks over 9 and 12 months they continue to be incredibly cheap compared

to growth. 

 

[2] GMO Growth Bubble: Making Money on Companies That Make No Money, Asset Allocation Team, October 2021.

 [3] The Russell 3000 index tracks the 3,000 largest publicly-traded U.S. stocks, weighted by market capitalization or approximately 98% of all tradable

stocks
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So while there are concerns with the valuation of growth stocks, there can continue to

be opportunity in the equity markets if the rotation into value is sustained. And the

conditions are supportive for that to happen with energy prices climbing and interest

rates rising – both of which are positive for value stocks. 

The Fixed Income Market, Inflation and the Outlook for Interest Rates

While fixed income markets confounded investors over the first half of the year, in the

third quarter consensus was building that the path to rising rates has become visible;

that the economic conditions wrought by the pandemic that required the full arsenal of

quantitative easing and fiscal stimulus are lifting. Global economies have begun to

reopen, businesses are going back to work and consumers are spending. The lingering

question, however, is “when will central banks actually pull the trigger?”.

Central banks’ timetables for raising rates at the short end are somewhat fluid and

predicated on their view on the sustainability of positive economic growth –

nevertheless, consensus is forming around sometime in the mid to late half of 2022.

 What could affect the timing? Either another economic collapse. Or clear evidence that

inflation has moved from transitory to sustainable. 

Central banks’ yield curve management has also depended upon massive bond buying

programs to suppress rates at the short end. Those programs are beginning to be

unwound, with the Bank of Canada first out of the gate. In reducing their purchases

(and eventually eliminating their inflated bond inventories), the central banks are

signaling that economic conditions are becoming more constructive.

The Bank of Canada led the central bank pack earlier this year when it began to ease or

taper their bond buying program. In contrast , the US Federal Reserve only just recently

announced that they will begin their tapering in November. However, tapering isn’t

tightening and short rates continue to be anchored well below 1%.

In Canada, the policy rate set by the Bank is still 0.25% where it has been since March

2020 at the onset of the pandemic. In other words, we will continue to be in a low

interest rate environment until such time as the central banks actually begin to tighten

(i.e. explicitly raise the policy rate) which as noted earlier looks not to happen until into

2022.  And as noted by Alliance Bernstein, real rates in the global developed economies

continue to be negative!



Inflation is the wild card for central banks. 

As we wrote last quarter, central banks and many economists have taken the view

(and continue to take the view) that price increases in 2021 are transitory and the

result of base effects.[4] And while that view continues to have a lot of support,

there is growing concern that the well documented supply chain issues might

cause current prices increases to become more permanent. The transitory camp,

however, continues to be persuaded by the following charts.

The first chart highlights that the automotive sector continues to make an outsized

contribution to the inflation numbers, followed by sectors that were dramatically

hit by the global lockdowns – air fares, hotels and admission to live events – sectors

that were effectively shut down for almost 18 months and have only recently begun

to re-open.   
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[4} Base effect refers to the fact that the year over year increase is distorted because the denominator (i.e. prices a year ago at the onset of the pandemic)

was zero or even below zero.  



The second chart offers a slightly different picture, highlighting that energy prices

(think the price of gas at the gas pumps) are making a significant contribution to

the inflation numbers. Again, however, energy prices have increased against a

backdrop of a dramatic and swift drop in the price of oil at the start of the

pandemic when economies shut down and people stuck at home had nowhere to

drive. Supply exceeded demand and prices dropped to restore equilibrium. 

Unpacking the two charts suggests that inflation at current levels is likely a side

effect of the pandemic and that inflation will drop back to central banks’ target of

2% once we are through the pandemic.

The fly in the ointment is the collapse of global supply chains. As economies

became more globally integrated and “just in time” inventory management became

the norm, manufacturing moved offshore and global supply chains became integral

to moving goods from the manufacturer to the consumer. The weaknesses in the

finely tuned process were laid bare by the pandemic. 

As countries went into lockdown, many factories around the world effectively shut

down and the supply of goods dried up. With no goods to supply, the global supply

chain collapsed.

A prime example of this collapse and its knock-on effects has been the global chip

shortage. Taiwan is the principal supplier of chips globally, accounting for almost

half of global production and like the rest of the world, its economy was shut down

in the early months of the pandemic.

Memory chips have become a critical component in the manufacturing of new cars.

As the supply of chips collapsed and their prices soared there was an almost

immediate impact on consumers - a reduction in new car availability and hefty

price increases on those that were available- a classic demand/supply situation –

demand existed but supply was limited and prices increased to reflect that reality. 
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Chip prices have since begun to come down as outlined in the chart above, which in

turn should result in lower prices for new cars – at least when supply reverts back to

normal levels. [5]

Despite glimmers of hope, such as the decrease in the price of chips, the supply chain

remains in crisis as evidenced by the sight of several dozen ocean – going container

ships anchored at ports across the west coast of North America. While the port

congestion started to become an issue towards the end 2020, it was easing in the first

part of 2021 ….. until the Chinese Port of Yantian shut down in late May in response to a

COVID-19 outbreak in Guandong province. 
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[5] On a side note, BCA commented that most consumers are delaying their purchase of new cars in the expectation that prices will come down – a soft

indicator that inflation expectations are not ingrained in consumers….yet. 



This port is the fourth largest in the world and is notable for its exports of global

electronics. With it shut down, the global supply chain collapsed again, shipping costs

rose exponentially, shipping reliability collapsed, and port congestion worsened. And

while President Biden has mandated that the ports in LA and Long Beach move to 24/7

operations, it is expected to take into 2022 before port congestion eases and the global

supply chain normalizes.  

Inflation is a challenging topic with both sides (transitory vs sustained) articulating well-

researched hypotheses. And the hypothesis is a reasonable description since developed

economies have not faced inflation pressures for nigh on 40 years! And most of those

opining on the topic were not around during the last period of surging inflation (the

70’s) and the wage/price spiral that resulted in very painful stagflation.  

And it is evident that the pandemic is confounding economic research as global

economies were virtually shut down overnight resulting in unprecedented exogenous

shocks to not just economies but societies. And it continues to wreak havoc, including

on the aforementioned global supply chains.

Yet, interestingly, even in the face of very public debates between those in the transitory

camp and those in the sustained inflation camp, inflation expectations are reasonably

sanguine. The University of Michigan report on US median inflation expectations report

shows that while over the short term (12 months) inflation expectations have shot up,

over the next five to 10 years they continue to be anchored just above the 2% level – a

level that is consistent with central bank policy. And in keeping with BCA’s observations

that new car purchasers are waiting to buy in the expectation that supply chain issues

will disappear and prices will decline. 
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Conclusion

While there are certainly clouds on the horizon, especially for the bond market, the

conditions continue to be cautiously favorable for equities. Interest rates remain low on

a relative basis and economies are continuing to grow. Inflation seems contained to

transitory effects, at least for the foreseeable future. Central banks are committed to

removing their quantitative easing programs as and when conditions require it. Yet

there are legitimate questions on how much they can control the pace of interest rate

increases and price increases. 

In the face of the unknowns, we reiterate that the best investment defense is a

diversified portfolio based on a sound investment policy that has considered your

investment objective, your time horizon for investing, and your tolerance for risk. And

importantly investors need to understand not just their emotional comfort or discomfort

with risk but also their objective capacity to take on risk based on the size of their capital

pool and the timeline for requiring the capital. Both are important components.

Investors with diversified portfolios that incorporated stocks as well as bonds this year

were sheltered from the rise in the yield curve.  

Food for Thought …. Or …. And on another note:

The level of political discourse and political debate has degenerated over the past

several years, and most notably, with the 2016 election in the US. And even in the 2020

federal election in Canada. People have become polarized in their views and there is

little room or tolerance for differing opinions. Is this a new phenomenon? 

The chart above highlights that political polarization is not a new phenomenon and

closely tracks income inequality – falling after the depression and rising again in the 90’s

and through today. Interestingly, the halcyon days were the 60’s, 70’s ad 80’s when there

was a more equitable distribution of income across the population. And while the 60’s

and 70’s experienced profound levels of social protest it did not result in the same

degree of polarization that is wreaking havoc on political discourse today. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

This material is not intended to be relied upon as research, investment, or tax advice

and is not an implied or express recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any

security or to adopt any particular investment or portfolio strategy. Any views and

opinions expressed do not take into account the particular investment objectives,

requirements, restrictions and circumstances of a specific investor and, thus, should not

be used as the basis of any specific investment recommendation. Please consult your

financial advisor for information applicable to your specific situation.

 

Certain statements may be considered forward-looking information, which may involve

risks and other assumptions related to factors. Factors include, but are not limited to,

global financial and market conditions, interest and foreign exchange rates, economic

and political factors, competition, legal or regulatory changes and general events. Any

predictions, projections, estimates or forecasts should be construed as general

information.

While this information has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable, no

representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by Encasa Financial Inc., as to its

accuracy, completeness, timeliness or reliability. Encasa Financial takes no responsibility

for any errors and omissions contained herein and accepts no liability whatsoever for

any loss arising from any use of, or reliance on, this material. 

The views expressed in this material are based on the author's assessment and are

subject to change without notice. The author may update or supplement their views

and opinions whether as a result of new information, changing circumstances, future

events or otherwise. 

Encasa Financial is an social purpose investment fund manager. Our goal is to provide

investors with access to professional money management and expert advice from

individuals who hold deep-rooted expertise in the non-profit and investment industries.

We successfully manage the investment of capital reserves, security deposits, member

share capital and operating reserves of social purpose non-profit organizations,

co‑operatives, and affordable housing providers. 

Learn more at www.encasa.ca.

PHONE: 1-888-791-6671

FAX: 416-205-9459

EMAIL: INFORMATION@ENCASA.CA


